Signing Up for New York Times Digital Access

Provided to undergraduates by the Student Assembly starting in the fall of 2016

Note: This process does not provide instantaneous access, the steps below rather initiate approximately a week long process to gain access.

1.) Navigate to http://nytimesaccess.com/cornell/ and fill out personal information fields in addition to verifying undergraduate status.
2.) Approximately one week later, the undergraduate student should receive the following email, the links contained in the email will guide the student on the next steps.

![Email Image]

We are pleased to inform you that CORNELL STUDENT ASSEMBLY has provided you with digital access to The New York Times.

To take advantage of your access, you must be logged in with the following email address:

**EMAIL/MEMBER ID:**

**Your access includes:**

- NYTimes.com
- NYTimes smartphone app
- NYTimes tablet app

**IF YOU HAVE ALREADY REGISTERED WITH NYTIMES.COM:**

LOG IN NOW >

**IF YOU FORGOT OR NEED TO CREATE YOUR PASSWORD:**

FORGOT PASSWORD >

**DOWNLOAD YOUR NYTIMES APPS NOW:**

DOWNLOAD APPS >

Please contact GINA GIAMBATTISTA at 6072555344 if you have any questions.

We hope you enjoy your Digital Access to The New York Times.
3.) Clicking on the Log In Now button will guide you to the sign in screen.

*If a student has already registered their Cornell email address with NY Times, they should continue to use that account. For the student I was working with, this meant to log in with Google.
4.) Once signed in, the student can verify access is currently provided by Cornell’s Student Assembly by clicking on *my account*. My account is located in a drop down menu revealed by hovering over your username in the upper right hand corner. The Subscription Package and Complimentary Access fields should read as follows: